68	part II. General Principles
Counsel had been ordered by the Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries to enquire into the circumstances of the disposal of laud
which was no longer needed for the purpose for which it had been
acquired by the State.1 The enquiry had resulted in the exposure of
a number of civil servants to severe public criticism* Speaking in
the debate the Home Secretary reaffirmed that a civil servant is
wholly and directly responsible to his Minister and can be dismissed
at any time by the Minister—a "power none the less real because it
is seldom used." He went on to give a number of categories where
differing considerations apply:
 (1)	A Minister must protect a civil servant who has carried out his
explicit order.
 (2)	Equally a Minister must defend a civil servant who acts
properly in accordance with the policy laid down by the
Minister.
 (3)	"Where an official makes a mistake or causes some delay, but
not on an important issue of policy a^d not where a claim to
individual rights is seriously involved^ the Minister acknow-
ledges the mistake and he accepts the responsibility although
he is not personally involved.   He states that he will take
corrective action in the Department.5'
 (4)	"Where action has been taken by a civil servant of which the
Minister disapproves and has no previous knowledge, and the
conduct of the official is reprehensible, there is no obligation
on a Minister to endorse what he believes to be wrong Of to
defend what are clearly shown to be errors of his offlcMlilN
He remains, however, "constitutionally responsible to Parlia-
ment for the fact that something has gone wrong,'* but this
dbes not affect his power to control and discipline his staff.2
Nor can a Minister throw responsibility on a ministerial col-
league, once it is established that the matter under consideration is
the responsibility of his own department. This responsibility under
modern conditions may not be easy to determine, and there are
many arguments in favour of rationalising the machinery of govern-
ment, so that the lines of demarcation of functions, and therefore of
responsibility, may be more clearly marked. Those who see virtue
in associating standing committees of Parliament with the work
of government departments are faced with the argument that the
existence of such committees, even though in theory their functions
would be advisory and not executive, would detract from ministerial
responsibility and hinder the exercise of criticism in Parliament
itself,
* * Crichel Down Enquiry, Cmd 9176,1954.
* 520 H.C. Deb. cols. 1289 ff.

